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Years of dedicated resource goes into 
supporting employee’s pension savings but 
when it comes to that pivotal moment of 
retiring you may not be perfectly positioned to 
assist your employees.

EvoRetire allows you to partner with an industry 
expert in providing fully supported retirement 
options which can complement your current 
pension arrangement.

From the moment employee’s approach 
retirement they could be offered Crystal’s 
range of flexible trust based drawdown options 
including fully guided support with the option 
to access low cost automated advice or even 
bespoke tailored advice.

The Simple choice

The evoRetire module has been in operation 
within the industry leading master trust, 
Crystal since 2015. The tried and tested, highly 
governed retirement solution is ready to be 
installed for your employees.

You do not need to be an existing Crystal 
customer to give your employees access and 
following a simple partnership project we 
can assist you in giving your employees the 
retirement they have saved hard to deserve.

A partnership project will enable us to align with 
your current administrative processes, develop 
bespoke reporting and ensure that we offer a 
service which complements yours.
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Making educated retirement decisionsMaking educated retirement decisions

After supporting employees for their savings years we believe that that they deserve access to 
excellent retirement options and quality retirement advice. No matter the size of fund they are 
able to engage with our online retirement process and select from a range of intrust drawdown 
options. 

Your employees who are approaching retirement can receive a personalised drawdown quotation 
and the opportunity to run their own quotations through the evoRetire online tools. 

To support employees in making educated retirement decisions we automatically include easy to 
understand guidance videos but for those that need that extra helping hand we have partnered 
with industry leading financial advisors to provide automated retirement advice (at a staggeringly 
low £250) or competitively priced bespoke one to one retirement advice.

Crystal offers 5 first-class decumulation options for your employees when they reach retirement 
age so they can retire the way they want, with a low-cost default for those who are not ready to 
begin drawing their retirement savings. 

Each strategy is monitored by the Trustee, Investment Committee, and Investment Consultant, 
who ensure the funds are managed effectively and perform in line with the Trustee’s expectations.
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While we take great pride in the relationships 
we build with our partners we remain resolutely 
focussed on the most important relationship, 
members. Everything we do revolves around 
our key strategic focus, to maximise the 
outcomes for them. 

Every individual in our governance team from 
the Trustee board through to the internal 
support is highly experienced and expertly 
skilled in order to ensure that all aspects of 
compliance, best practice and risk management 
are carefully monitored. 

Independent assurances are sought with 
rigorous auditing of all our systems and 
processes demonstrated through the standard 
compliance requirements plus the in depth 
assessments required under the TECH 05/20 
AAF. Additional annual cyber security testing 
has resulted in the Cyber Essentials Plus 
certification with ongoing risk management 
around cyber security a focus.

By complementing your (your clients) pension 
scheme with evoRetire your (your clients) 
employees are given access to a range of 
additional services including:

Members, Members Members

24/7 online tool

Convenience of an app
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Retirement Savings for a better world

Crystal’s Investment Committee, along with their 
Investment Advisers, continue to incorporate 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
factors in their discussions as they realise these 
issues can impact the performance of funds 
and are committed to addressing these issues 
thoughtfully and responsibly. 

The investment funds which support Crystal’s 
drawdown options take into consideration 
environmental, social and governance factors 
for two key reasons: member’s hard earned 
savings should not be exposed to the risk of 
funds which don’t consider the future; and it’s 
the right thing to do. 

Strong Foundations

Crystal dedicates continual investment to 
administration as we believe this is the 
foundation of the success of the evoRetire 
module and the wider scheme. With extensive 
management information monitored daily we 
can adapt to give members the best available 
service.

Our UK based Evolve administration team are 
highly skilled and while members have access 
to a 24/7 online self-servicing website, they 
also have the support of our pensions experts 
should they need it.

Giving words Meaning

Crystals’ focus on maximising member 
outcomes can only be fully successful if we 
engage members to make educated decisions. 
We ensure that all our communications 
are simple, informative and accessible with 
personalised communications sent at relevant 
engagement points. 

We manage a strategic communication plan 
which targets members at the right time enabling 
us to communicate relevant information and 
encouraging members to make the most of 
their membership.

We hope that your have a long and healthy 
retirement with income to support the way 

they want live which means that we continue 
to focus our engagement with them even past 
the initial retirement decisions. Life changes 
and we encourage our members to re-evaluate 
their choices through time. Members can 
switch between Crystal’s drawdown options or 
transfer out to another approved arrangement 
at any time they choose with no additional 
costs.

The perfect retirement partner

By adding evoRetire to your existing pension 
scheme your employees can benefit from 
Crystal’s flexible retirement options, engaging 
retirement guidance and access high quality 
advice. 

We firmly believe that after years of saving your 
employees deserve the choices and support 
that evoRetire can provide.

for further information please contact:

Bill Finch

Head of Client Relationships, 
Evolve

bill.finch@evolvepensions.co.uk
07599 298 336
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evolve
Unit 2, White Oak Square,

Swanley, Kent, BR8 7AG

www.evolvepensions.co.uk

clientservices@evolvepensions.co.uk


